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sciebo – the campuscloud

Cloud storages have evolved into an indispensable part of the everyday life at universities. Documents have to be accessible and editable anytime and anywhere – e.g. in project and work groups. At the same time, data from research, teaching and study require a high amount of protection.

Therefore, sciebo – the cloud storage provided by and offered to universities in NRW – is an important alternative to commercial services. Particularly developed to serve the university members’ needs, sciebo offers several advantages:

**Large storage volume**
With 30 GB of free storage for each user, sciebo is the jumbo of all cloud services. Moreover, employees can unlock a maximum quota of 500 GB on their own and apply for additional storage space for work in project groups.

**High data protection**
With locations in NRW exclusively, sciebo is subject to the strict German directives on data protection and data security. University operators guarantee that there is no commercial interest in the data on supply side.

**Worldwide access**
Using the sciebo client, you can synchronize your documents on all your devices (computer, tablet, smartphone) and, thereby, always have access to the latest versions. Via the web interface your files are accessible worldwide as well.

**Easy cooperation**
The flexible sharing options allow you to share files and folders with others easily – with or without password protection and time limitation. That way, sciebo simplifies information exchange and cooperative work.